Not all privacy filter material on the market is the same. Some materials are flimsier and
don't fit properly. Photodon's filters are top-grade and custom cut for a professional fit.

Photodon offers three types of privacy filters
1) P2L is a 2-way privacy filter. The tab attachment is easier

to install and can be removed and reapplied as needed. The
adhesion tabs can be
Full silicone-back adhesion
cleaned if they become
dirty.
Special tabs attachment

2) P2S (2-way) & 3) P4S

2-Way privacy

(4-way) filters have full
Maximum cut size
silicone adhesion over the Maximum diagonal size*
entire back surface.
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* Dependent on screen ratio

• Both require a little more patience to install compared to the non-adhesive (P2L)
material, but they offer a slightly better look and function once installed.
• Both are removable but not intended to be taken on or off the screen on a regular basis.
• P4S filter provides privacy from four directions (typical application on tablets).

Double sided strips--.lJ)

Large Bezel

Normal orientation for the 2-way
privacy filter material is landscape
mode; however, we can cut filters to
portrait mode as well.

Small Bezel

Privacy Filter Videos
Privacy Filter Blog Articles
% Computer privacy screens for curved monitors
%2-Way privacy filter demo
%4-Way privacy filter demo
% How are privacy filters made and how do they
% How to install a large privacy screen
function?
% Demo: computer privacy screen on a % Privacy filters facilitate hospital HIPAA
curved monitor
compliance

Specializing in Curved Monitor Privacy Filters
Curved monitors are taking the place of dual-sided monitors in many office environments.
Photodon specializes in fitting professional-looking privacy filters for our customers.
• Get an edge-to-edge fit for any curved
monitor up to 55" depending on ratio
• Price breaks for multi-piece orders
• No minimum quantity requirements for
custom projects
• Clean room facility for installation services
available
• Quick turn-around time, depending on
project scope
• Adhesive and non-adhesive materials on hand
• Complete installation supplies provided for ease
of installation

Fits monitors up to 55-inches

Installation Methods
Double Sided Strips ___....,.

Installation Services Available

Does your company have multiple monitors
that need privacy filter installation? Ship us
your monitors and we'll do the installation
for you.

Tip
When measuring a curved monitor, use
a flexible tape measure in order to
provide the height and width
measurements inside the bezel.

Non-adhesive filters have multiple
attachment options. You choose what
works best for your needs.

Our Standard-Sized Monitor Privacy Filters
Photodon's non-adhesive privacy filters fit within the bezel and lay flat on the screen
surface. To order your privacy filter from the standard size chart below, first measure
your monitor screen area within the bezel border (height and width).
Then select from the chart the privacy filter that is closest but not larger than what you
have measured your screen to be. Ordering a filter that is larger will result in the filter
not being able to lay flat to the screen surface and you will not like that effect. If you
feel the filters offered on the Standard Sizes chart does not fit your device properly,
you can easily order a custom cut filter by visiting our %custom cut page.
PRODUCT SKU

Framed Device - Measure the
inside screen area

Frameless Device - Measure to
the inside edges

U19S-P2L
U19W1610-P2L
U195W-P2L
U20W-P2L
U215W-P2L
U22W1610-P2L
U23W-P2L
U236W-P2L
U238W-P2L
U24W1610-P2L
U24W-P2L
U27W-P2L
U27W1610-P2L
U28W1610-P2L
U28W-P2L
U29W219-P2L
U30W-P2L
U315W-P2L
U32W-P2L
U34W219-P2L
U38W219-P2L
U43W-P2L

MONITOR SIZE
19"STANDARD (5:4)
19"WIDESCREEN(16:10)
19.5"WIDESCREEN(16:9)
20" WIDESCREEN(16:9)
21.5"WIDESCREEN(16:9)
22"WIDESCREEN(16:10)
23"WIDESCREEN(16:9)
23.6" WIDESCREEN(16:9)
23.8" WIDESCREEN(16:9)
24" WIDESCREEN(16:10)
24" WIDESCREEN(16:9)
27" WIDESCREEN(16:9)
27" WIDESCREEN(16:10)
28" WIDESCREEN(16:10)
28"WIDESCREEN(16:9)
29" WIDESCREEN(21:9)
30" WIDESCREEN(16:10)
31.5" WIDESCREEN(16:9)
32" WIDESCREEN(16:9)
34" WIDESCREEN(21:9)
38" WIDESCREEN(21:9)
43" WIDESCREEN(16:9)

FILTER DIMENSIONS FILTER DIMENSIONS
(INCHES)WxH

1413116 X 1171s
151116 X 101116

17 X 10 it16
17111& X 1013116
18314 X 1Q9t16
181111 6 X 1111116
201116 X 11 5116
209t16 X 119116
20314X 1111116
207116X 123/4
2015116X 1113116
239t16x 13114
2215116X14 5t16
233IB X14 5l8
247116X13112
25112 x11114
253l16Xl53l4
277l16X157116

27Bl9 Xl52l3
3p1sX133t16
353l16X1413/16

* All P2L - Standard size filters include easy to install adhesive strips.

(MILLIMETERS)WxH

375.6 X 302.4
408.4 X 256
431.8 X 256
442.8 X 249.6
476.2X 269
475.2 X 297.4
510X 287.4
523X 294.4
527X297.4
519X323.8
532X300.4
599.2 X 337.2
582.6X363.5
593.7X371.5
620.7X 343
673.1X285.8
639.8X400
696.9X392.1
708.4X397.9
796.9X335
893.8X376.2
941.4X533.4

